
 

BDSM Bondage Kits 

BONDAGE SEDUCTIONS  G132  $21.15 
Would you like to be blindfolded, whipped, or tied up? Find out! Bondage Seductions allows 
you to safely explore the curious world of restraints, dominance, pleasurable pain, and 
submissiveness. Play as a game or simply use one card for each adventure. Game 
includes: 36 Bondage Seductions Cards, 2 silky ties, 2 dice, 1 blindfold mask, 1 rubber 
whip, and game rules. 

BEGINNER'S BONDAGE FANTASY KIT  SP301  $25.70 
Essential restraints for beginner's who desire to comfortably explore their bondage 
fantasies. Restraints are soft and comfortable. Easy on-easy off with Velcro closures. Soft 
Blindfold will heighten your partners senses. 

SEXY SLAVE KIT  SP302  $34.30 
Add a different twist to your intimate moments. Kit is perfect for beginners who want to 
experiment with light bondage. Kit includes four wrist & ankle restraints with 44" long 
connectors, one soft blindfold and one pleasure feather.  

Spartacus Kink Kit  ST511  $75.15 
Are you a beginner looking to explore your kinky side? This Kink Kit has everything you 
need to satisfy your curiosities and live out your fantasies. The kit is beautifully crafted 
from leather and accented with brass hardware to maximize your sensual experience. 
Everything you need to embark on your BDSM adventure together in one package!  The 
Kink Kit included a pair of leather cuffs, a soft leather blindfold, leather slapper and a pair 
of adjustable nipple clamps. 



 

BDSM Restraints 

SPORTCUFFS - BLACK  SP205  $23.55 
Made of durable materials, comfortable neoprene backing and easy-on-easy-off Velcro 
closures 

7 Piece Fantasy Restraints Set  SP308  $91.35 
Explore the hidden dimensions of your sexuality! Includes four Sports Cuffs, two adjustable 
tethers for heightened teasing, and a leather blindfold with soft lining. Be daring. There is no 
escaping the fun! Black 

PLUSH FURRY LOVE CUFFS  GT2089  $15.60 
"Experience some excitement with these cuffs. They do the job of keeping your lover under 
your control, but they are covered in soft fur for added comfort. Put a spark into your love 
life! "   Available in: Pink, Red, Black, Leopard, Lavender, Blue & Zebra 

Good Girl Bad Girl Wrist Cuffs  BP4530  $38.60 
Enjoy the thrill of giving up control with these soft, leatherette wrist cuffs and add even more 
daring fun to your playtime. Good Girl Bad Girl Wrist Cuffs' racy black bands enhanced with 
girlish ruffles and bows tell both sides of your sexy story. 

Desir Metallique Handcuffs - BIJOUX  BJ211  $26.85 
BJ211 
The battle of seduction has begun; prepare to fight skin to skin with Désir Métallique, metal 
mesh handcuffs when on the battlefield; unique bracelets to wear for any occasion.   
Available in Black and Gold. 


